Toward a four-toothed molecular bevel gear with C2-symmetrical rotors.
The design, synthesis, conformational analysis, and variable-temperature NMR studies of pentiptycene-based molecular gears Pp(2)X, where Pp is the unlabeled (in 1H) or methoxy groups-labeled (in 1OM) pentiptycene rotor and X is the phenylene stator containing ortho-bridged ethynylene axles, are reported. The approach of using shape-persistent rotors of four teeth but C(2) symmetry for constructing four-toothed molecular gears is unprecedented. In addition, the first example of enantioresolution of chiral pentiptycene scaffolds is demonstrated. Density functional theory (DFT) and AM1 calculations on these Pp(2)X systems suggest two possible correlated torsional motions, geared rocking and four-toothed geared rotations, which compete with the uncorrelated gear slippage. The DFT-derived torsional barriers in 1H for rocking, four-toothed rotation, and gear slippage are approximately 2.9, 5.5, and 4.7 kcal mol(-1), respectively. The low energy barriers for these torsional motions result from the low energy cost of bending the ethynylene axles. Comparison of the NMR spectra of 1OM in a mixture of stereoisomers (1OM-mix) and in an enantiopure form (1OM-op) confirms a fast gear slippage in these Pp(2)X systems. The effect of the methoxy labels on rotational potential energy surface and inter-rotor dynamics is also discussed.